Consider a supervised learning problem in which examples contain both numerical-and textvalued features. To use traditional feature-vector-based learning methods, one could treat the presence or absence of a word as a Boolean feature and use these binary-valued features together with the numerical features. However, the use of a text-classification system on this is a bit more problematic-in the most straight-forward approach each number would be considered a distinct token and treated as a word. This paper presents an alternative approach for the use of text classification methods for supervised learning problems with numerical-valued features in which the numerical features are converted into bag-of-words features, thereby making them directly usable by text classification methods. We show that even on purely numerical-valued data the results of text classification on the derived text-like representation outperforms the more naive numbers-as-tokens representation and, more importantly, is competitive with mature numerical classification methods such as C4.5, Ripper, and SVM. We further show that on mixed-mode data adding numerical features using our approach can improve performance over not adding those features.
Introduction
The machine learning community has spent many years developing robust classifierlearning methods, with C4.5 [1] and Ripper [2] two popular examples of such methods. Although for many years the focus has been on numerical and discrete-valued classification tasks, over the last decade there has also been considerable attention to text-classification problems [3, 4] . Typically such methods are applied by treating the presence or absence of each word as a separate Boolean feature. This is commonly performed either directly, by generating a large number of such features, one for each word, or indirectly, by the use of set-valued features [5] , in which each text-valued field of the examples is viewed as a single feature whose value for an example is the set of words that are present in that field for this example.
The information retrieval community has similarly spent many years developing robust retrieval methods applicable to many retrieval tasks concerning text-containing documents, with vector-space methods [6] being the best known examples of techniques in this area. Although for many years the focus has been primarily on retrieval tasks, here, too, the last decade has seen a significant increase in interest in the use of such methods for textclassification tasks. The most common techniques use the retrieval engine as the basis for a distance metric between examples, for either direct use with nearest-neighbor methods [7] , or, based on the closely related Rocchio [8] relevance feedback technique, for use after creating a summary "document" for each class and retrieving the nearest one [9] .
The irony is that although we now have much experience on placing text-classification problems in the realm of numerical-classification methods, little attention has been brought to the question of whether numerical-classification problems can be effectively brought into the realm of text-classification methods. Since the text-retrieval methods on which they are based have many decade's maturity, if done effectively they have the potential of broadening further our base of methods for numerical classification.
Moreover, many real-world problems involve a combination of both text-and numericalvalued features. For example, we came to ask these questions by confronting the problem of email classification, where we wanted to explore instance representations that considered not only the text of each message, but also the length of the message or the time of day at which it is received [10] . Although the machine-learning-derived methods that we now know how to apply to pure text-classification problems could be directly applied to these "mixed-mode" problems, the application of information-retrieval-based classification methods was more problematic. The most straight-forward approach is to treat each number that a feature may take on as a distinct "word", and proceed with the use of a textclassification method using the combination of true words and tokens-for-numbers words. The problem is that this makes the numbers 1 and 2 as dissimilar as the numbers 1 and 1000-all three values are unrelated tokens to the classification method. What we would like is an approach to applying text-classification methods to problems with numericalvalued features so that the distance between such numerical values is able to be discerned by the classification method.
This paper presents one way to do just this, converting numerical features into features to which information-retrieval-based text-classification methods can apply. Our approach presumes the use of text-classification methods that treat a piece of text as a "bag of words", representing a text object by an unordered set of tokens present in the text (most commonly words, but occasionally tokens of a more complex derivation).
The core of our approach is, roughly, to convert each number into a bag of tokens such that two numbers that are close together have more tokens in common in their respective bags than would two numbers that are farther apart. The high-level idea is to create a set of landmark values for each numerical feature, and assign two tokens to each such landmark. Every value of a feature for an example will be compared to each landmark for that feature. If the example's value is less than or equal to the landmark, the first of that landmark's two tokens is placed in that example's "bag". If the value is more than the landmark the second token is instead used in the bag. The result is that every feature gets converted into a bag of tokens, with each bag containing the same number of entries, each differing only to reflect on which side of each landmark a value lies.
The key question then becomes how to pick landmark values. Although our experiments show that even fairly naive approaches for selecting landmarks can perform quite well, we instead appeal to the body of work on feature discretization that has already been well-studied within machine learning [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Learning methods such as C4.5 would normally have to consider a large number of possible tests on each numerical feature, in the worst case one between each consecutive pair of values that a feature takes on. These discretization methods instead use a variety of heuristic means to identify a more modest-and hence more tractable-subset of tests to consider during the learning process. Our approach is thus to apply such methods to identify a set of landmark values for each numerical feature and create two possible tokens for each landmark value, exactly one of which is assigned to each example for each landmark. The result is a "bag of words" representation for each example that can then be used by text-classification methods.
This approach is similar to the idea of "thermometer coding" used in the neural network community to convert numerical values into a set of Boolean variables [17] . Thermometer coding also uses a set of threshold or landmark values, only where each yields a Boolean variable representing on which side of the threshold a given value lies. Here, however, each of these Boolean variable can be viewed as being further converted into two tokens, one of which is added to the token-based representation of a number depending on which side of the threshold it lies. Although the thresholds for thermometer coding are typically selected in an ad hoc fashion, [18] uses entropy-based measures to build up a set of landmarks. Our approach uses similar ideas (selecting thresholds on a feature-by-feature basis, in contrast to the selection scheme used by [18] ), only with an eye towards selecting landmarks that yield good sets of tokens for text-classification methods.
In the remainder of this paper we first describe our approach for converting numerical features into bag-of-words features in more detail, including the landmark-selection methods that we used. We then describe our experimental evaluation of our approach: the learning methods, evaluation methods used, and our results-which show that the text-classification methods using our bag-of-words representation perform competitively with the well-used methods C4.5 and Ripper when applied to the original numerical data. We next show that for an email classification task containing both text and numerical features, we improve performance of standard text-classification methods, and also that we outperform methods such as Ripper and SVM, which both are well-known learning methods that can handle bags of words as well as numerical features. We conclude with some final remarks.
Converting numbers to bags of tokens
The approach taken in this paper is to convert every number into a set of tokens such that if two values are close, these sets will be similar, and if the values are further apart the sets will be less similar. This is done for each feature by finding a set of "landmark values" or "split-points" within the feature's range of legitimate values by analyzing the values that the feature is observed to take on among the training examples. Given an example, its numerical value for a given feature is compared to each split-point for that feature generated by our approach, and for each such comparison a token will be added, representing either that the value is less than or equal to the particular split-point or greater than that split-point. This will result in exactly one token being added per split-point.
For example, consider a news-story classification task that includes a numerical feature representing the story's length. We can artificially invent a set of split-points to demonstrate our process, such as 500, 1500, and 4000. For each split-point we define two tokens, one for either side of the split-point a value may lie. Using the above split-points for the length of a news-story would result in the tokens "lengthunder500", "lengthover500", "lengthunder1500", "lengthover1500", "lengthunder4000", and "lengthover4000". A new message of length 3000 would thereby have its length feature converted into the set of tokens "lengthover500", "lengthover1500", and "lengthunder4000". These would be added to the bag-of-words representation of the example-whether the other words in the bag were created from other numerical features, or the result of pre-existing textvalued features. More abstractly, consider the hypothetical numerical feature plotted along a number line in Fig. 1 . If a training example is obtained whose value for this feature falls in bin2, the set {morethansplit1, lessthansplit2, lessthansplit3, lessthansplit4} would be the bag-of-words representation created for this value. Note that more than one value can be given the same representation, as long as they all fall between the same two consecutive split-points.
The key question, of course, is how these split-points are selected. We use two methods in our main results. The first, called the entropy method, uses an existing entropy-based method for discretization to find good split-points [13] . This method is very similar to one that uses C4.5 on the training data, restricting it to ignore all but the single feature for which split-points are being selected, harvesting the decision points found within each of the internal nodes of the tree [15] . The second method, which we call the density method, selects split-points that yield equal-density bins-where the number of values that fall between consecutive split-points stays roughly constant. The number of bins is selected using hill-climbing on error rate using a hold-out set. In the rest of this section we describe these two methods in more detail, concluding with a discussion of how we handle examples that have missing values for one or more of their features.
The entropy method
The entropy method [13, 15] makes use of information-theoretic techniques to analyze the values of a numeric feature and create split-points that have high information gain. It does so in a recursive fashion, finding one split-point in the overall set of values, then finding another split-point in each of the two created subsets, until a stopping criteria based on Minimum Description Length principles [19] is met. Each numerical feature is treated separately, yielding a different set of split-points for each feature. Further details about this popular discretization algorithm can be found in the given citations.
The density method
The density method (described in algorithmic form in Fig. 2 ) begins by obtaining and sorting all values observed in the data for a feature f , yielding an ordered list S f . Thus, for example, the result for some feature f might be S f = 1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 8, 8, 8, 9 . Given some desired number of splits k, the density method splits the feature set S f into k + 1 sets of equal size (except when rounding effects require being off by one) such that split-point s j is the (|S f | × j k+1 )th point in S f . Using this split-point, two tokens are generated; one for when a numerical value is less than or equal to the split-point, and another for when the numerical value is greater than the split-point. k-the final number of split-points-is found using a global hill-climbing search with the number of split-points growing geometrically by a factor of two until the observed error rate on a 30% hold-out set is observed to increase or reach 0.
One final detail of the density method is that the algorithm in Fig. 2 is actually run twice. The first time is based on a "volumetric" density calculation, where duplicate values are included in the analysis. 2 After doing this the algorithm is run a second time after duplicate values have been removed, yielding a second set of split points that have an (approximately) equal number of distinct values between each split-point. Thus, for example, for the feature f this second run would now use the list S f = 1, 2, 5, 8, 9 . Whichever method yielded a lower error rate gives the final set of split points. If they have the same performance, whichever had fewer split-points is selected. 
Missing values
A common occurrence for many learning problems is when some examples are missing values for some of the features. This can be a complicating factor both during the learning phase, when assessing the importance of features in forming some learning result, and in classification, when making a decision when values of some of the attributes are unavailable. Common approaches range from simply deleting data or features to remove such occurrences, to imputing some value for the feature-such as through learning or through something as simple as using the median, mean, or mode value in the training data, to more complex methods such as are used in learning algorithms such as C4.5. Our approach for creating bag-of-word features out of numerical features contributes another interesting way to handle missing values. The idea is, quite simply, to add no tokens for a feature of an example when the value for this feature is missing. By not committing to any of the tokens that this feature might otherwise have added it neither contributes nor detracts from the classification process, allowing it to rely on the remaining features in assigning a label to the example.
Learning algorithms
In this section we briefly describe the learning algorithms that we use in our experiments. Recall that our goal is to demonstrate that, using our approach, text-classification methods can perform as credibly on numerical classification problems as more traditional methods that were explicitly crafted for such problems. To show this we use a sampling of four different approaches for text classification. Our first is based on the Rocchio-based vector-space method for text retrieval mentioned earlier, which we label TFIDF [3, 9, 20] . We also consider two probabilistic classification methods that have become popular for text classification, Naive Bayes [20] [21] [22] and Maximum Entropy [23] . Finally, we also use the Ripper rule learning system [2, 5] , using its capability of handling set-valued features so as to handle text classification problems in a fairly direct fashion, as well as a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm [24] . The first three methods used the implementations available as part of the Rainbow text-classification system [25] . The SVM method uses the SVM light package available at http://svmlight.joachims.org [26] . The baselines to which we compare the text-classification methods are three popular "off the shelf" learning methods, C4.5 (release 8) [1] , Ripper, and SVM. Note that Ripper and SVM have been mentioned twice, first as text-classification methods, and second as numerical classification methods (using the original numerical features for Ripper, or a normalized numerical value used with SVM). Thus Ripper and SVM are in the position of being run as both a text-classification method when used with one representation, and as a numerical classification method when used with another. Missing values were handled for the text-classification methods as discussed earlier, by simply not generating any tokens for a feature of an example when it had no given value, and for Ripper and SVM when used with numerical features and for C4.5 by their built-in techniques for handling missing values.
The TFIDF classifier is based on the relevance feedback algorithm by Rocchio [8] using the vector space retrieval model. This algorithm represents documents as vectors so that documents with similar content have similar vectors. Each component of such a vector corresponds to a term in the document, typically a word. The weight of each component is computed using the TFIDF weighting scheme, which tries to reward words that occur many times but in few documents. In the learning phase, a prototype vector is formed for each class from the positive and negative examples of that class. To classify a new document d, the cosines of the prototype vectors with the corresponding document vector are calculated for each class. d is assigned to the class with which its document vector has the highest cosine.
Naive Bayes is a probabilistic approach to inductive learning. It estimates the a posteriori probability that an example belongs to a class given the observed feature values of the example, assuming independence of the features. The class with the maximum a posteriori probability is assigned to the example. The Naive Bayes classifier used here is specifically designed for text classification problems.
The Maximum Entropy classifier (labeled MAXENT in our results) estimates the conditional distribution of the class label given a document, which is a set of word-count features. The high-level idea of this technique is, roughly, that uniform distributions should be preferred in the absence of external knowledge. A set of constraints for the model are derived from the labeled training data, which are expected values of the features. These constraints characterize the class-specific expectations for the model distribution and may lead to minimal non-uniform distributions. The solution to the maximum entropy formulation is found by the improved iterative scaling algorithm [23] .
Ripper is a learning method that forms sets of rules, where each rule tests a conjunction of conditions on feature values. Rules are returned as an ordered list, and the first successful rule provides the prediction for the class label of a new example. Importantly, Ripper allows attributes that take on sets as values, in addition to numeric and nominal features, and a condition can test whether a particular item is part of the value that the attribute takes on for a given example. This was designed to make Ripper particularly convenient to use on text data, where rather than listing each word as a separate feature, a single setvalued feature that contains all of an instance's words is used instead. Rules are formed in a greedy fashion, with each rule being built by adding conditions one at a time, using an information-theoretic metric that rewards tests that cause a rule to exclude additional negative data while still hopefully covering many positive examples. New rules are formed until a sufficient amount of the data has been covered. A final pruning stage adjusts the rule set in light of the resulting performance of the full set of rules on the data.
C4.5 is a widely used decision tree learning algorithm. It uses a fixed sets of attributes, and creates a decision tree to classify an instance into a fixed set of class-labels. At every step, if the remaining instances are all of the same class, it predicts that class, otherwise, it chooses the attribute with the highest information gain and creates a decision based on that attribute to split the training set into one subset per discrete value of the feature, or two subsets based on a threshold-comparison for continuous features. It recursively does this until all nodes are final, or a certain user-specified threshold is met. Once the decision tree is built, C4.5 prunes the tree to avoid overfitting, again based on a user-specified setting.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are learning machines which are based on statistical learning theory. They perform binary classification and regression estimation tasks. SVMs non-linearly map their n-dimensional input space into a higher-dimensional feature space. In this high-dimensional feature space a linear classifier is then constructed using quadratic programming. This latter step could potentially be very costly. SVMs make use of various kernel methods to optimize the calculation of inner numerical products. The implementation we use, SVM light , also performs optimizations to reduce-dimensionality of the space in order to make SVMs feasible in large-dimension domains.
Case study: Numerical data sets
To compare our text-like encoding of numbers when used with text-classification systems to the use of C4.5, Ripper, and SVM on the original numerical features we used 22 data sets taken from the UCI repository [27] . Table 1 shows the characteristics of these data sets. The first 14 represent problems where all the features are numeric. The final 8 represent problems in which the designated number of features are numeric and the rest are discrete or binary-valued. a This dataset was donated to the UCI repository from the Turing Institute, Glasgow, Scotland. b The Entropy approach was unable to find any split-points for this data-set, so it is omitted in any comparisons on the Entropy method.
Evaluation methodology
The accuracy of a learner was done through ten-fold stratified cross-validation [28] . Each data set was represented in one of four ways for our experiments:
• The original feature encoding-using numbers-for use with C4.5, SVM, and Ripper.
• The bag-of-words encoding generated by the density method, for use with the five text-classification methods.
• The bag-of-words encoding generated by the Entropy method, for use with the five text-classification methods.
• The tokenization encoding generated using the tokens-for-numbers approach, for use with the five text-classification methods. This was accomplished by converting every number into its English words-for example, "5" becomes "five" and "2.3" becomes "twopointthree".
The first of these represents our baseline, using a machine learning method designed for numerical classification. The next two are the new approaches presented in this paper. The final one is the representation that simply treats each number as a distinct "word" without regard to its value.
Results
The first question we ask is a key one: To what extent does our approach yield a competitive learning method on numerical classification problems? Fig. 3 shows the results of comparing four of our five text-learning methods using our Entropy-algorithm features to the three numerical classification methods. 3 Each point represents a single data set, where the x-axis is the accuracy of either C4.5 or Ripper and the y-axis is the accuracy of one of the four text methods. Points above the y = x line represent cases where the numerical-classification method was inferior to our use of a text-classification method, and points below the line are cases where the numerical method was superior. The qualitative flavor of this graph is that the Entropy-algorithm features allows text-classification methods to perform credibly in many cases, exceeding numerical methods in some cases, although performing less successfully in many cases as well. We plot in Fig. 4 a similar graph comparing the four text methods using the density-algorithm features to the two numerical methods. (The "outlier" cases showing at the bottom of both figures is for the arrhythmia dataset.) Since the preceding graphs collapse eight different comparisons (four text methods versus two numerical methods) into a picture, Table 2 also shows for how many data sets each text method beat a numerical method. Each entry in the table is the number of wins/losses/ties for the new featurization method used with a text method compared to a numerical classification method. The columns label the text method used. The first four rows are results when the Entropy method is used, the next four are for the density method, in each case the first comparison is to numerical classification with C4.5, then with Ripper, then with SVM using linear (SVM-l) and quadratic (SVM-q) kernels. 4 We Table 3 How often each type of classifier and encoding was significantly better at the 95% confidence level, using paired t-tests
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will therefore not include SVM in any comparison or discussion of performance on these data sets. The results show that in a non-trivial number of cases the use of our approach for converting numerical features into text-based data beats out the popular learning methods. While these results do not show that the approach is unconditionally superior to numerical classification, they do show that the approach does merit consideration for use as a numerical classification method.
We performed a statistical analysis, comparing each text-classifier (MAXENT, Naive Bayes, Ripper and TFIDF) using the two split-methods (Entropy and Density) with each of the two numerical learners (Ripper and C4.5). As we had run the experiments using tenfold cross-validation, we used the errors from each of the runs to perform paired t-tests. A little less than half of the comparisons (162 out of 352 possible) had a significant difference between the splitting method and the numerical methods, all above the 95% confidence level. Of these, 65 times the split-type methods won, 49 times C4.5 won, and 48 times Ripper won. All data sets had differing ratios of winners, the only exception being the sponge data set with no difference as would be expected based on its characteristics. Table 3 shows a matrix counting for each type of split-method and numerical classifier pairing how often the split-method and how often the numerical classifier had a significant win at the 95% confidence level or above. 5 The next question we ask is whether the use of two different featurization methods is necessary: Does either dominate the other? Fig. 5 shows the results of such a comparison, where each point represents a single data set and a text learning method, with the x-axis representing the result of using the Entropy method with that learning algorithm, and the y-axis representing the result of using the density method with that learning algorithm. Here, the results show that the Entropy method is clearly superior, though some cases still go to the density method. In particular, it seems that the TFIDF classifier consistently has problems with the Entropy featurization.
Again we performed a statistical analysis to compare the performances between the two types of splitting methods. We found a few interesting patterns. For all classifiers, the Entropy split method was the winner in the majority of cases where either of the methods had a significantly better performance, with Naive Bayes having only significant wins by the Entropy method. For the other methods, this was less so, though the Entropy split 5 The comparisons add up to 344 as 8 of the comparisons could not be made. This was due to the fact that the split-methods were only able to find threshold values for one or none of the cross-validation training sets. We needed at least two runs to make a statistical significance test. method was still generally better. Using Ripper, only a few significant wins was had by either split method. In 7 of the 10 cases where more than one classifier had a significant win for a particular dataset, if one split method outperformed the other, it did so regardless of which classifier is being used. However, we also found that in 8 of the 22 datasets, no method had a significant win at or above the 95% confidence level. Table 4 shows the actual number of wins for each type of split-method using each of the text-classifiers.
Additional analysis
In this section we explore the behavior of our methods in greater detail. First, we study whether the added complexity of our bag-of-words approach is necessary to exceed the performance of the naive tokenization method that converts each number into a unique token. Second, we attempt to characterize the behavior of split-point generation for each of the methods. Fig. 6 shows an analysis of how our method compares to the naive tokenization approach. Each point is a data set, with the x-axis value representing the accuracy of the tokenization approach with a particular text-classification method, and the y-axis represents the accuracy with one of our two featurization methods using the same learning method. As is clearly evident from the figure, the tokenization approach is not as effective in general as our more sophisticated approach. The statistical analysis comparing the Entropy split method with the tokenization verified this assessment. In fact, when we look at significant differences above the 95% level, the tokenization only outperformed the Entropy split method 7 times out of 86, while the Entropy split method outperformed the tokenization method 42 times, as is shown in Table 5 .
Comparison to simple tokenization
We conclude this section by noting that Kohavi and Sahami [15] discuss a different discretization method that is very similar to the Entropy method. This method simply runs C4.5 on the data, ignoring all features except the one for which split-points are being created. Kohavi and Sahami show that this method is slightly inferior to the Entropy approach. However, just because it is inferior for discretization for decision-tree learning does not imply that it must be the case here, too. To test this we compared the four text classification methods using the Entropy method to the C4.5 method. Fig. 7 shows the results of this experiment. Each point represents a data set and a learning method. The x-axis represents the accuracy of the C4.5 approach, and the y-axis represents the accuracy of the Entropy approach. A statistical analysis shows that the two methods are quite evenly matched, although Naive Bayes and MAXENT both seemed to favor the splitpoints created by the Entropy method and no classifier seemed to favor the split-points created by the C4.5 method. Table 6 shows the wins on each text-classifier.
Characteristics of splitpoint methods
Results and analyses so far have shown that all three splitpoint methods perform comparably. In order to get a better insight into how these methods work, we can look at the actual split points they generate. Because of their differences, we discuss the Density Method separately from the Entropy and C4.5 approaches. The Density Method does, for a particular learning algorithm, a geometric search through the maximum number of splitpoints (based on the numerical feature with the most candidate values). It would be helpful to understand how far along this exponential curve it normally needs to get before finding the best split-size. As the Density Method uses two different search variants, one based on unique values and one based on all values, it would be interesting to see whether one variant is used predominantly over the other.
The analysis of the Density Method for each the three text-classification algorithms used: Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, and TFIDF is shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9, Not surprisingly, looking at each table it is hard to find any correlation between any two features among the number of split points, the number of features, the maximum depth and the amount of the splits that were based on unique values. Some interesting patterns that do show up are that TFIDF in general created more split points than any of the other methods, it had higher variance in the amount of split points that it did create. While other methods seemed to favor the splits based on unique values, Maximum Entropy seemed to have less of a bias.
Analyzing the Entropy and C4.5 splitting methods require a different methodology as they work differently than the Density Method. In both cases, the methods find out the best split points per numerical feature, regardless of the learning algorithm used. This intuitively leads us to ask the following questions:
(1) For each feature, what is the ratio of number of split-points found with respect to the maximum number of split-points possible? (2) Is there any correlation between the number of split-points generated and either the possible maximum or the number of numerical features? (3) How many of the features are not used at all? (e.g., no split-points were found) (4) How do the two methods compare with respect to the previous answers. Tables 10 and 11 try to answer these questions. The first columns of the tables, following the data set name, are again the number of numerical features for that data set, followed by the minimum and maximum number of values across all the numerical features. The next three columns show the range of splits that were actually found by the splitting method. The values are normalized for each feature. The last three columns show the range of numerical features that were not used by the splitting method, due to no points being found. These values have been normalized with respect to the number of numerical features in that data set. As with the Density Method, there did not seem to be any correlation between the number of split points found and any other characteristic of the data set. However, one interesting pattern did seem to emerge when looking at the number of features that were not used: Both methods were able to disregard at least one numerical feature in the majority of cases. Further, when comparing the two methods, two observations can immediately be made: Entropy generates far fewer split-points on average and disregards a much larger amount of features than C4.5. While doing so, it still manages to perform comparably, and qualitatively outperform C4.5. Finally, it is interesting to note that the sponge data set had only one numerical feature, and it was ignored by both Entropy and C4.5.
Case study: Mixed-mode data set
The previous section demonstrated the credible performance of our approach on purely numerical data sets. We now turn to the mixed-mode example that we mentioned in the Introduction, classifying email using both numerical and text features. This allows us to evaluate whether adding numerical features to what we had previously treated as a text-only data set [10] yields any gain in performance. To explore this issue, we consider not only the text of each email message, but also any numerical features available [10] . Continuing with our earlier work using information-retrieval-based classification methods, we turned to the bags-of-tokens approach to inject these numerical features into learning. This data concerns the use of two-way pagers by three users for over 14 months, each user choosing whether or not to read a new email message via the pager. Keeping track of which emails the users chose to read, we were able to label each email as either "Forward", that it was desirable to read this email on the pager, or "NotForward", that it was not desirable to forward this email. The historical use of the pager for each user was treated as a separate dataset, giving us three unique datasets. We use 23 features for this study, 16 of them being numerical. Tables 12 and 13 show the features that were used in this experiment, while Table 14 shows the size and ratio of messages read by each respective user.
Evaluation methodology
To evaluate our methods on this data we randomly pick 500 test instances, keeping the ratio of class-distributions. For each test email, we learn a model based on all emails whose timestamp is less than the test email, then use that learned model to predict whether to forward that particular test email. In order to guarantee that a training set is sufficiently large to learn a discriminatory model, we constrain all test emails to have at least 500 emails in their respective training sets. Each data set was represented in one of three ways for our experiments:
• txt: The original feature encoding-limited to only the textual features, for use with our five text-classifiers.
• num: The original feature encoding-using both text and numbers-for use with SVM and Ripper.
• entropy: The bag-of-words encoding generated by the Entropy method, for use with the five text-classifications.
• human: The bag-of-words encoding using hand-generated land-mark values, for use with the five text-classifications.
The first of these represents our baseline, using a machine learning method designed for text classification. The next one is used to gauge whether adding numerical features and using methods that can handle set-valued features as well as numerical features will improve performance. Notice that C4.5 has been dropped as a method as C4.5 does not deal easily with set-valued features. The last two use the new approach presented in this paper, one using the Entropy splitting method and one using hand-picked splitting values to compare how well a human would perform in picking landmark values. We chose to use only the Entropy method here due to its faster performance and fewer splitting points. Table 15 shows the values that were manually picked.
SVM was actually run twice for each of the four split methods given above. The first run was done using a binary vector-space model, the second using a TFIDF vector-space model. In both models, each numerical feature was normalized based on the minimum and maximum values of the feature in the training set. In the binary model, henceforth referred to as B-SVM, each word was represented as either a 1 or a 0, based on whether that particular word was present in the file. The TFIDF model, henceforth referred to as T-SVM, represented words as a TFIDF value, using the current weighting schemes used by the information retrieval community [29] . These weighting schemes are defined in Table 16 . Table 16 TFIDF Encoding Scheme for T-SVM Classifier 
We use the dtb weighting scheme for both the training and the test sets, as the pivoted byte length normalization has been shown to improve performance [29] .
Initially SVM was also run using both linear and quadratic kernels. The linear kernels outperformed the quadratic kernels in most runs, and were rarely beaten. For this reason, we only report the performance using linear kernels.
Results
The first question we ask here is key: Does adding numerical features using any method improve performance to using only the text of the emails? To answer this, we performed a straight comparison across all methods, using the splitting methods mentioned. Tables 17, 18 , and 19 show the results of these first comparisons. Because it is hard to gauge which type of measure to use in this type of data set, we show four types of measures used often, that of error, precision, recall and the F1-measure. Precision is defined as: of all the messages that were predicted to be forwarded, what percentage of those were truly messages that should have been forwarded. Recall is defined as: of all messages that should have been forwarded, what percentage of these were predicted to be forwarded. The F1 measure is then defined as 2 * Recall * Precision/(Recall + Precision).
Running SVM light with its default parameters yielded a surprisingly bad performance with respect to recall as well as the F1-measure, leading us to use a cost-factor of 5 between misclassifying messages that should be forwarded versus those that should not. The factor of 5 was chosen deliberately to closely resemble the difference in class-ratios on all three data sets. We realize this does make use of test-data for parameter selection, but have no reason to believe this factor would in any way favor our methods. This change lowered the precision (by 1-5%) and error (by 10-15%), but increased the recall and F1-measures dramatically (by as much as 71% for recall and 0.41 for F1). The same problem was encountered with Ripper, where changing the cost-ratio to be similar to that of the classratio had the same large effect, though not quite as dramatically as for the SVM runs.
Because of this, we show only the latter runs in our results. The immediate qualitative observations that can be made from these three tables are: In the majority of the cases, using the Entropy method outperforms the other methods, and when it looses it is generally not by much. Interestingly, the human-generated split points generally did not perform very well, nor did the pure numerical methods. Comparing learners, it is obvious that using Maximum Entropy, while slow, is the clear winner on the error, while it did not perform so well on recall. In fact, SVM, Naive Bayes and TFIDF all did quite well on recall, with the tradeoff of worse precision.
Performing statistical significance testing, we compared the performance of each learner with numerical features added to the performance of the same learner using only textual features. We calculated the significance in difference between each of the four measurements given. There were a few cases where there was any significant differences (above 95%) between the values. In the AD data set, in only 2 of these runs did the pure textual data sets win over the numerically enhanced data sets, in the HH data set, most of the significant differences were in favor of the purely textual data set, and in the SM data set all significant differences were found for the numerically augmented runs. One interesting consistent pattern across all of these tests is that the Maximum Entropy method augmented with the numerical features using the Entropy splitting method has significant improvement above 95% in recall, and dropping to the 90% confidence level this also holds true for the F1-measure.
Final remarks
This paper has described an approach for converting numeric features into a representation enabling the application of text-classification methods to problems that have traditionally been solved solely using numerical-classification methods. In addition to opening up the use of text-methods to problems that involve "mixed-mode" data-both numericaland text-valued features-it yields a new approach to numerical-classification method in its own right. Our experiments show that in a non-trivial number of cases the resulting methods outperform highly optimized numerical-classification methods. Also importantly, our experiments show that our approach yields a vast improvement over the naive method of converting a numeric into its equivalent textual token.
Our original motivation for performing this work was to broaden the class of learning methods that can be applied to mixed-mode data. Our understanding of numerical classification methods has been helped by the availability of a large number of benchmark classification problems. Obtaining similar insights into problems with mixed-mode data would similarly be helped by the availability of mixed-mode benchmark problems, a task we are currently performing. Our method for converting numbers to bags of tokens also opens up new questions for feature generation and selection, one of the key sources of improvement in applied classifier learning. Finally, we also noted that our approach yields an intriguing way to deal with data with missing values, and understanding its benefits and liabilities compared to other approaches remains a question that we hope to explore.
